[Surgical therapy of axial hiatal hernias and reflux disease. 1. Results of an inquiry among Swiss surgeons in 1977].
Of the 153 heads of surgical departments in Switzerland, 152 joined in an inquiry into diagnostic procedures, surgical indications, and types of procedure in the treatment of axial hiatal hernia and reflux disease. Fundoplication is by far the most frequent procedure. Of the modifications performed in complicated reflux disease, 34% are controversial. Surgery for hiatal hernia and reflux disease is performed 3 times less frequently in the German part of Switzerland than in the other parts. German-speaking surgeons ascribe to themselves a greater willingness to perform preoperative diagnostic procedures--endoscopy, radiological and non-radiological tests of esophageal function--than the surgeons of the other parts of Switzerland. However, the German-speaking surgeons are more reluctant than the other surgeons to perform surgery in patients with esophagitis. The German-speaking surgeons are even more reluctant to perform surgery on the basis of subjective symptoms. Axial hiatal hernia is considered a relative indication for surgery by half of Swiss surgeons. Only a few surgeons consider this condition an absolute indication for surgery.